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A digraph with n vertices and fixed outdegree m is generated randomly so that each such 
digraph is equally likely to be chosen. We consider the probability of the existence of a 
Hamiltonian cycle in the graph obtained by ignoring arc orientation. We show that there exists 
m (~23) such that a Hamiltonian cycle exists with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity. 
1. Intruduction 
In this paper digraphs do not have loops or repeated arcs. 
For a digraph D let GD be the graph obtained by replacing each directed arc 
(u, w) by an undirected edge {u, w}. 
For positive integers m and n with m < n, let !B(m, n) be the set of all 
vertex-labelled digraphs with n vertices and mn arcs such that each velrtex has 
outdegree m. 
Let M = Ig(m, n)l = (“ml)“. We consider the followmg problem: If D is chosen 
at random from 9(m, n) so that each such digraph has probability l/n-l of being 
chosen, what is the probability that GD has a Hamiltonian cycle? 
The main result of this paper is that there exists m&23 sulch that 
lim n4aD Prob( GD is Hamiltonian) = 1 if and only if m a mo. 
One motivation for looking at this problem is that when a random graph is 
chosen by choosing edges independently with the same probability, Hamiltonian 
cycles appear (in a probabilistic sense) at the same time that the minimum vertex 
degree reaches 2 (Koml6s and Szcmerkdi [23). This requires about in log n + 
n log log n, edges, and its is of interest to try and reduce this number by ensuring, 
in some way, that each vertex has at leab! a certain degree. 
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In a previous paper [I] we studied the probable 
work on this was stimulated by Walkup’s results 
&graphs [S]. 
connectivity of these graphs; 
on randsm regular bipartite 
2. Main ressllt 
Notation. V,. ={l,..., 22). For at > 0, V(a, 22) = {S C_ Vn: IS] San}. 
For a digraph D with vertex set V and arc set A, we define, for SE V, 
S;,(S) -= (w E V - S: there exists u E S such that (u, w) E A). 
For a graph G with vertex set V and edge set E, we define, for S s V, 
S,i(S)=-(H’E V-S: there exists DES such that (2.1, w)EE}. 
!Lemma 2.1 [ t 1. If m 2 2 and C( m, ~2) = {D E 9( 122, n) : GD is connecfe& then 
lim Prob( D E C( m, n)) = 1. 
t1-** 
Hy Prob(DE C(m, n)) we mean IC(m, nJlllB(222, n)l. 
Suppose now P=(u,, . . . , uk) is a longest path in a graph G = (V, E). If 
I # k -- I and { uke u,} E E, then P’ = (II,, . . . , u,, uk, uk_. l, . . . , u, +l) is also a longest 
path of G. If s # 2, t + 2 and {II, L ,. u,} E E, we can create another longest path P’ 
using ;I similar ‘flip’. 
Kctqkg U, fixed, let EP(v,) be the set of other endpoints of longest paths 
formed by doing all possible sequences of flips. 
Lemma 2.2 (P&a [4]). If w E P- EP(u,), then w is ndjacent to c1 vertex of EP(u,) 
irr G if wui only if w is adjacent to some vertex of EP(uJ on P. 
Con2Uary 2.3. Isc,(EP(u,))ls 2 (EP(u,)I - 1. 
Remck 2.4. We can of course take each t: e E&u,) and use this as a fixed 
endpoint to create another set of endpoints EP(u) satisfying Corollary 2.3. 
Lemma 2.5. Lc2 A(cu, m n) = {DE 9(m. d: S E V(a, n) implies Iti’, 23 ISI}. 
‘lir2en. for ~lrjy LY i::, there exists m(cw) such that, for m 3 rn(d, 
Prob(D~ ‘B(n2, n)--- A(~K, n2, n)) = 0( l/n). 
I%&* If DE B(m, n) - .2(cu, 222, n), then there exists SE V,, with IS(<cun, and 
7% V,l --S with ITi = 3 ISI-- 1 such that fit(S) :I T. The probability of this event is 
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clearly bounded above by 
kxr(m+2’)/4’1 k! (3k - 1)! (n -4k + 1!) 
Let m be such that 
&=m-4- *s\:e, 
(1 - 4x)log( 1 - 4x) - x log(256/27) 
x log 4x 
> o 
. 
Then for 1 s k s (in we have 
Thus the probability in question is bounded above by 
IMnMon. A graph G has property LC if a longest cycle of G has the same 
number of vertices as a longest path of G. 
Lemma 2.6. LRt B = B(m, n) = {DE 9(m, n): GD does not have Property LC}. For 
a>0 and Mom, 
Prob(DE B&((m/(m -2))“*(l --a)“)” +0(1/n). 
mf. Let a(m, n) ={Q, . . . , DM) and suppose that A = A(cr, m, n) = 
{D,, ’ l 9, I&,#}. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that 1 - M’/M = 0(1/n). 
Given Di E A, construct N = m” coloured digraphs Dir, . l . , .DiN as follows: for 
each vertex u of Q choose one arc leaving v and colour it green; colour the 
remaining arcs blue. 
Wc note that, for Di E A, the blue subdigraph Aij of Dij satisfies 
SE V(cw, n) implies 19i(S)l a 2 ISI, where A = Aii. C2.1) 
Next let aij = 1 if no arc joins 2 endpoints of a longest path of GA,,; otherwise 
aij -r 0. 
We show next that if Di E B, then 
N 
c Uij>N,=(( tn - 2)/m)““N. (2.2) 
j=l 
T.I. Fewer, A.M. Fiae 
Suppose then that Di E I3 and GDi has a longest path P with k vertices. At least 
one colouring t yields a GDi, in which the edges of P’ are blue. Clearly q, = 1 
since Di E B. 
Now in Pit fix k - 1 arcs Q that together produce P (there may be some choice 
here). In the subdigraph induced by these k - 1 arcs, let there be kq vertices of 
outdegree i = 0, 1,2. 
NOW, for any colouring i of Di in which the arcs in Q are coloured blue, qj = 1. 
Since there are 
such cnlourings, (2.2) follows immediately. 
Thus. if hf, = \_A n B\, 
(2.3 
To bound the double sum we construct the following partition: for A E 
9(m - 1, n), let Xa = (Dij : A,, == A). Let IV4 = I(Dii E & : i s M’, qj 2 111. We shall 
show next that 
fVA<(l-a)““(n-m)” for all A. (2.4) 
Thus 
M’ N 
cc ai, = c NA 
i -1 i=l 4e8(nr -1.n) 
<(I ---a)=“(. -m)” 19(??1- 1, ,2,1= (1 -a)anMv. 
Then. from (2.2) and (2.3), MI s (I - c$“(m/(m -2))“‘*M. The result now 
fallows as ISI < MI t- (M - M’). 
To prove (2.4), select a particular A. Let P = (u,, . . . , 2)k) be some longest path 
of GA. Let EP = W(q) U(q) and for u E Ep let W(u) be defined 8s in Remark 
2.4. 
It follows from Corollary 2.3 and (2.1) that, if & >O, IE?p( ~QR and IEr”(u)l> 
(rlrn for all 0 65 EP. 
I :qw consider all ways of adding 1 new greeyr arc to teach vertex of A. There are 
(n - m)” ways of doing this and of these no more than (I - tu)““(n - m)n ways 
avoid joining some u E EP to some u E EP(t; ); this is necessary if the coloured 
&graph constructed is to be a Dii with qj = 1. (2.4) now follows. q 
Using the above lemma, we are now able to prove the main result. 
lim Prob( D E H( m, n 1) = ! . 
Pl4= 
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Proof* Fix (Y >O and rn03 m(ar) such that I- 2/mo>(l - ar)& and choose 4) E 
9(m0, n) at random. Suppose that a longest path in Gf) has k vertices. We know 
from Lemma 2.6 that, with probability tending to 1, GD has a cycle C with k 
vertices. Now, if k <n, GD is not connected as no vertex of C can be joined to a 
vertex not in C, since GD has no path with k + 1 vertices. But for m 32, by 
Lemma 2.1, the probability that GD is connected tends to 1. Thus k = n with 
probability tending to 1 and the result follows. 0 
Remark 2.8. We know that rn& 23 by taking cy = 0.202 in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 
We conjecture that the smallest value of m. is 3. 
Remark 2.9. The problem of when D (PS opposed to GD) has a Hamiltonian 
cycle has been solved by McDiarmid [3]; m = log n is (about) the required value 
for m. 
Using a similar technique, we have recently proved [6] that, for t 2796, the 
probability that a random vertex-labelled r-regular graph with n vertices is 
Hamiltonian tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. Bollubis [7] has obtained a Amilar 
result. 
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